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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

March 2, 2023 

 

Crude oil remains in a trading range between $72-$82 per barrel.   

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

Crude oil inventories rose 1.2 mb compared to a 1.8 mb build forecast.  The SPR was 

unchanged.   

 

In the details, U.S. crude oil production was unchanged at 12.3 mbpd.  Exports rose 1.0 mbpd, 

while imports fell 0.1 mbpd.  Refining activity fell 0.1% to 85.8% of capacity.   
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(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

The above chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  We have been 

accumulating oil inventory at a rapid pace, even without SPR sales.  The primary culprit is low 

refining activity, which should pick up later this year.  The rapid rise in stockpiles is a bearish 

factor for oil, and current stockpiles have already exceeded the five-year average peak normally 

seen in early summer.   
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Since the SPR is being used, to some extent, as a buffer stock, we have constructed oil inventory 

charts incorporating both the SPR and commercial inventories.  With another round of SPR sales 

set to happen, the combined storage data will again be important. 
 

 
 

Total stockpiles peaked in 2017 and are now at levels last seen in 2001.  Using total stocks since 

2015, fair value is $94.18.  

 

Natural Gas Update: 

Natural gas prices have been under pressure this winter, mostly due to mild temperatures. 
 

 
 

This chart shows the deviation of population-weighted heating degree days1 for the U.S. 

compared to the average from 1981 through 2010.  A negative reading suggests warmer-than-

 
1 Heating degree days (HDD) are a measure of how cold the temperature was on a given day or during a period of 
days compared to 65oF. For example, a day with a mean temperature of 40°F has 25 HDD. Two such cold days in a 
row have a total of 50 HDD for the two-day period.   
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normal temperatures, meaning fewer heating degree days.  Although this January was not the 

mildest on record, heating degree days were clearly below normal. 
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In looking at the trend of supply and consumption, currently the market is oversupplied 

(indicated by the balance variable being greater than zero).  Interestingly enough, consumption 

remains robust but so does supply growth. 

 

Because of the warm winter, current inventories are above normal. 
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The previous chart shows seasonally adjusted working natural gas storage.  As the deviation line 

shows, stockpiles are above normal.  We have one more month of storage withdrawals.  In April, 

the inventory injection season begins. 

 

Market News: 

• As Russian oil flows to Europe decline, we are seeing the U.S. gain market share.  

Throughout history, the U.S. has, at times, been a major supplier of oil to Europe.  Often, 

these flows have occurred due to wars or other such events.  History seems to be 

repeating itself. 

o Reports suggest that Venezuelan crude is also going to Europe. 

o Meanwhile, China has been an aggressive buyer of U.S. crude oil as well. 

o Last month, the Europeans ended the purchase of Russian oil products, and it 

appears that these products are now flowing to North Africa.  It is not out of the 

question to assume that some of these products may “leak” to Europe.   

o Russia has halted oil flows to Poland.   

• Platts (SPGI, $341.51) announced it will include WTI in its Brent basket for calculating 

prices.  This decision may narrow the Brent/WTI spread. 

• OPEC February production rose 150 kbpd.  Two-thirds of this rise came from Nigeria.   

• The IEA has released its annual natural gas report.  One key finding is that Europe is 

rapidly building out LNG receiving capacity.  

• Despite the recent decline in EU natural gas prices, chemical firms continue to exit 

Germany due to high costs.   

• Saudi Aramco (2222, SAR, 31.55) is considering an investment in a foreign LNG plant 

as demand surges.   

• After three consecutive La Niña events, the World Meteorological Organization says the 

odds of an El Niño in 2023 are elevated.  The following maps show the possible global 

impact on temperatures and precipitation. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-regains-its-energy-clout-as-ukraine-war-enters-second-year-2b910ff?st=htygcx7yg4o6tcx&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-regains-its-energy-clout-as-ukraine-war-enters-second-year-2b910ff?st=htygcx7yg4o6tcx&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://gcaptain.com/venezuelan-crude-departs-for-europe/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Why-Is-China-Buying-Up-So-Much-US-Oil.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-agrees-to-expand-sanctions-on-russian-oil-industry-11675447845?st=hmbh7p8nq6taa4e&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/north-african-countries-snap-up-russian-oil-products-shunned-by-west-f63aa287?st=05ea6gx8pyowurm&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/russia-halts-pipeline-oil-supplies-poland-pkn-orlen-ceo-says-2023-02-25/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/platts-include-us-wti-midland-crude-oil-brent-benchmark-june-2023-02-27/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/OPECs-February-Oil-Production-Jumped-By-150000-Bpd.html
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/c6ca64dc-240d-4a7c-b327-e1799201b98f/GasMarketReportQ12023.pdf?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://worldview.stratfor.com/situation-report/germany-chemical-giant-basf-announces-downsizing-germany-due-high-costs?mc_cid=52fe829924&mc_eid=4d1f592612
https://worldview.stratfor.com/situation-report/germany-chemical-giant-basf-announces-downsizing-germany-due-high-costs?mc_cid=52fe829924&mc_eid=4d1f592612
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-03-01/aramco-eyes-stake-in-foreign-lng-plant-as-demand-for-fuel-surges?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top&leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/wmo-update-el-ni%C3%B1o-may-return
https://www.axios.com/2023/03/01/triple-dip-la-nina-followed-by-el-nino-wmo?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
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(Source: NOAA) 

The below map shows likely winter temperature effects from El Niño. 

 
(Source: weather.gov) 

• Although strong pricing of oil should support increased drilling activity, shale producers 

have been raising output slowly.  Rising production costs and less attractive fields are 

capping production growth. 

https://www.noaa.gov/understanding-el-nino
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/enso_impacts
https://www.ft.com/content/17729fe6-04c6-436f-add4-548eafbf75d7
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• After more than 70 years, BP (BP, $39.87) announced that it will cease publishing its 

Statistical Review of World Energy.  The report will now be compiled by the Energy 

Institute.   

 

Geopolitical News:  

• After a couple months of operating the price cap on Russian oil sales, the data suggests 

that the cap hasn’t led to lower prices but has succeeded in fragmenting the global oil 

market.  That doesn’t mean the cap will never work, but as of now, the cap hasn’t 

affected prices.  In the wake of this research, there are calls for tighter sanctions.  The 

problem with this approach is that consumers must accept the tradeoff of higher prices.  

o Indian buyers report that complying with G-7 sanctions has become complicated 

and burdensome and may lead to less Russian oil imports.   

o Sanctions are degrading Russia’s refining industry.  Some sanctions ban 

purchases of Russia’s refined products, but problems go beyond just the loss of 

market access.  Personnel losses due to the war or emigration are also having an 

adverse impact.   

• Two weeks ago, we discussed the report from Seymour Hersh that accused the U.S. of 

attacking the Nord Stream pipelines.  We note that even before the sabotage, natural gas 

flows had been interrupted on several occasions.  It appears that German firms are 

beginning to take legal action against Russian firms for failing to meet their contractual 

obligations.   

o In the wake of the Nord Stream attacks, we are hearing of increased Russian 

activity in the North Sea.  This region is not only an active oil and gas region, but 

it is also laced with fiber optic cables that could be severed.  The fear is that 

Russia may begin its own sabotage operations in the area.   

• Iran appears to be preparing for a broader rupture with the West over uranium 

enrichment.  Meanwhile, the Iranian rial (IRR) is depreciating rapidly; it is reportedly 

trading at IRR 575,000/USD 1.  An iPhone now costs over one billion IRR. 

o General Hossein Salami, the commander of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard 

Corps, claims that Iran is “at war” with Europe.  It’s not clear what triggered this 

statement, but one likely reason was the EU’s reluctance to break with the U.S. 

over the JCPOA. 

o Iran is claiming it has a hypersonic missile, and the country is working to expand 

its footprint in space by collaborating with Russia.  Russia is also helping improve 

Iran’s missile program. 

o Brazil allowed two Iranian naval vessels to make a port of call despite U.S. 

objections.  The “global south” is increasingly opposing U.S. and European policy 

goals. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/bp-ends-70-years-publishing-statistical-review-world-energy-2023-02-28/
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Academics-Russia-Selling-Oil-Way-Over-Price-Cap.html
https://deliverypdf.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=073073021078087087088124090117089024051051004040033087102076010075002126093006121090054018020099098032062028094097088006105022057001095014077067124068107126030090088021012082106066095081031077080120103030099017024001070119023121125115067083089003068122&EXT=pdf&INDEX=TRUE
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Russian-Oil-Sanctions-Have-Redrawn-Global-Trade-Maps.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Russian-Oil-Sanctions-Have-Redrawn-Global-Trade-Maps.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-24/researchers-say-russia-is-selling-oil-far-above-the-price-cap?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-24/researchers-say-russia-is-selling-oil-far-above-the-price-cap?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-26/larry-summers-suggests-tighter-price-caps-on-russian-energy?srnd=premium&leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/commodities/russia-oil-india-exports-ukraine-sanctions-price-cap-paperwork-sales-2023-2
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/commodities/russia-oil-india-exports-ukraine-sanctions-price-cap-paperwork-sales-2023-2
https://rbnenergy.com/like-a-rolling-stone-with-sanctions-in-place-russia-oil-and-refining-sector-faces-slow-steady-decline
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Feb_16_2023.pdf
https://www.woodmac.com/news/opinion/gas-contracts-central-to-nord-stream-pipeline-mystery/?utm_source=inside-track&utm_medium=email&utm_content=gas-contracts-central-27feb23-iss208&utm_campaign=inside-track-february-2023
https://www.politico.eu/article/belgium-justice-minister-vincent-van-quickenborne-warn-sabotage-russian-spy-ship-north-sea/
https://www.politico.eu/article/belgium-justice-minister-vincent-van-quickenborne-warn-sabotage-russian-spy-ship-north-sea/
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/deep-dive-anti-aircraft-fire-talk-of-plan-b-in-iran-as-drama-at-iaea-lurks
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-n-agency-confirms-iran-produced-enriched-uranium-close-to-weapons-grade-7ccd4069?st=odyy61g7yea3n3l&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-n-agency-confirms-iran-produced-enriched-uranium-close-to-weapons-grade-7ccd4069?st=odyy61g7yea3n3l&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/irans-currency-slides-record-low-savers-buy-dollars-2023-02-25/
https://www.iranintl.com/en/202302254217
https://ifpnews.com/irgc-commander-europe-war-iran/
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/iran-talks-up-missile-capability-in-warning-to-israel
https://amwaj.media/article/why-iran-russia-space-collaboration-is-reaching-new-heights
https://amwaj.media/article/why-iran-russia-space-collaboration-is-reaching-new-heights
https://www.businessinsider.com/russia-offering-iran-missile-program-help-exchange-weapons-ukraine-cia-2023-2
https://www.businessinsider.com/russia-offering-iran-missile-program-help-exchange-weapons-ukraine-cia-2023-2
https://www.reuters.com/world/brazil-allows-two-iranian-warships-dock-rio-despite-us-pressure-2023-02-27/
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Alternative Energy/Policy News: 

• China has been able to expand its mining and processing of rare earths and other minerals 

by accepting lower environmental standards.  However, Beijing has been steadily 

implementing stricter environmental standards in recent years.  It appears this rolling 

crackdown may reduce lithium by as much as 10% of global supplies.  We do note that 

production appears to have resumed, but the fact that it can be closed quickly will likely 

lead EV producers to hold more inventory.   

o China is looking to invest in Bolivia’s troubled lithium industry. 

• Chinese auto battery makers are reducing costs to their domestic EV industry, which 

could give them an advantage in the global EV market.  Among other EV producers, 

there is a clear attempt to vertically integrate to secure supply chains.   

o Lithium prices are falling due to declining battery prices in China.   

o Auto unions are beginning to realize that the shift to EVs will mean fewer jobs.   

• China is reportedly boosting its wind energy capacity.   

• One, albeit controversial, way to address climate change is with geoengineering.  

Geoengineering encompasses a wide range of interventions designed to cool the planet.  

One idea is to mimic volcanic eruptions which spew particulates into the upper 

atmosphere.  After major eruptions, temperatures tend to fall for several months.  We 

note that a startup firm claims it is using weather balloons to disperse particles into the 

stratosphere in a bid to cool temperatures.  The practice is controversial because it is 

cheap enough for private actors to perform but various tactics could have unanticipated 

side effects.  Scientists have been calling for more research on geoengineering as a way 

to slow implementation until we can get a better idea of what various practices will 

actually do.   

• Lurking in the background of clean fuels is hydrogen.  The gas burns cleanly in a fuel cell 

with high efficiency.  The problem is getting the hydrogen.  In general, it comes from two 

sources:  electrolysis and by splitting natural gas.  The former breaks down water into 

oxygen and hydrogen, usually at a great cost, and the latter isn’t much cleaner than just 

burning natural gas.  However, there may be a direct source as there are pockets of 

hydrogen available in free form.  These sources have mostly been ignored by the 

industry, but there is now growing interest in free hydrogen which may prove to be a 

cheap, clean, and abundant source of energy.   

• Direct carbon capture could conceivably reverse climate change.  The problem is that 

current methods are either too small to matter or consume too much energy.  Researchers 

are working to tap thermal energy to address the problem.   

• Japan is starting commercial production of “semi-solid” batteries.  Although they have 

less capacity, they are considered safer and less polluting.   

• Japan is also returning to nuclear power, reversing policies enacted after the Fukushima 

disaster.   

https://www.ft.com/content/be93ecf8-8544-423b-8393-c8dd35757912
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-26/china-investigates-mining-violations-in-lithium-rich-city
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-28/some-chinese-lithium-mines-restarted-amid-probe-cailian-says
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2023-03-01/in-depth-why-chinas-lithium-firms-have-their-sights-set-on-bolivia-102003374.html
https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/catls-price-war-shows-its-power-chinas-ev-edge-2023-02-26/
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-379faf3f-567f-402f-be32-ffaa5dd3bfc5.html?chunk=3&utm_term=emshare#story3
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/lithium-price-slide-deepens-china-battery-giant-bets-cheaper-inputs-2023-02-28/
https://www.ft.com/content/90d10176-509b-41fc-b9ee-932d458443f9?emailId=5d2835ef-1f0d-4423-b112-f188f6547297&segmentId=d16cd453-7bb5-45ba-728c-35ca5739b9f6
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/china-widens-renewable-energy-supply-lead-with-wind-power-push-2023-03-01/
https://www.c2g2.net/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.eenews.net/articles/efforts-to-block-sunlight-get-boost-from-prominent-scientists/
https://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/41903?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.technologyreview.com/2022/12/24/1066041/a-startup-says-its-begun-releasing-particles-into-the-atmosphere-in-an-effort-to-tweak-the-climate/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/28/geoengineering-climate-change-research-scientists?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/27/sunlight-reflection-solar-geoengineering-must-be-studied-scientists.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/27/opinion/hydrogen-natural-climate-change.html?smid=url-share
https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2022AM/meetingapp.cgi/Paper/380270
https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2022AM/meetingapp.cgi/Paper/380270
https://www.science.org/content/article/hidden-hydrogen-earth-may-hold-vast-stores-renewable-carbon-free-fuel
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-solutions/2023/02/23/geothermal-direct-air-capture-fervo/
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Technology/Semisolid-batteries-charged-up-for-mass-market
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2023-02-28/global-energy-crisis-boosts-japanese-public-support-for-nuclear-restarts?leadSource=uverify%20wall
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• China’s purchases of Russian uranium are raising fears of a new arm’s race.  In addition, 

as nations expand their nuclear weapons capacity, it could drive up the price of uranium 

used for power production.   

• Biochar comes from heating biomass in the absence of oxygen.  The resulting charcoal-

like lumps can be applied to soil and will absorb carbon.   

 

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes 
only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  Any investment or strategy discussed 
may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 
financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change. 
 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

https://www.firstpost.com/world/chinas-imports-of-russian-uranium-spark-fear-of-new-arms-race-report-12225012.html
https://spinofffutureproof.substack.com/p/biochar-can-store-carbon-for-hundreds?r=ji&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post

